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STEP ELEVEN WORK FOI * Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc., has not approved, nor are they affiliated with, composition or distribution of these worksheets. These study step worksheets are just meant to be another tool in helping alcoholics on there 12 Step Journey, to better understand the basic and simple approach to practicing Steps, so
are... Provided in the Basic Text in the Great Book of Alcoholics Anonymous. [Eleventh prayer step] God, direct my thinking today, so be free of self-pity, dishonesty, self-will, self-seeking and fear. Lord, inspire my thinking, my decisions and my intuitions. Help me relax and take it easy. Free me from doubt and indecision. Guide me to this day and show me
the next step. God, show me what I have to do to take care of any problem. I ask all these things that I can be of maximum benefit to you and my fellow man. Your will will be done... Not mine. Let's look at prayer and meditation in the UNSPREZECE STEP... I needed a Higher Power. I thought you must be perfect to go to a Higher Power – finally I got a new
Spirit – a loving God. This loving Spirit has always been there for me, it has been hard for me to believe that this Higher Power can love me – now I want to keep in touch with this loving Spirit. My superior power loves me no matter what. TO START THE FIRST REVIEW STEP: 1) Alcoholics Anonymous, Big Book, Chapter 6: In Action - Pages 85-88. 1a)
Audio: Step 11 mp3 (17 min) listen/burn here 2) Veiw/Print Daily Inventory for spiritual growth PM &amp; AM: link here 2a) Veiw/Print Suggested Daily Inventory Check List: link here Is STRONGLY Suggested Read and listen to above several Times before continuing this process... STEP 11: Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious
contact with God so we understood him, praying only for the knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry it out. *A suggested thought to consider for Step 11 - BACKGROUND. Step Eleven suggests Prayer and meditation. (BB Pg-86) When we retire at night, ... we constructively review our day..... I've been resentful..... Selfish..... Dishonest or .....
Fear? Do we owe an apology? We kept something to ourselves... . etc. On Awakening ... Let's think twenty-four hours before... . We're thinking about our plans for today. We demand our superior power to direct our thinking, especially asking that it be divorced from self-pity, dishonest or self-seeking reasons..... ETC. GOD NE-A DAT... WORKING TO USE.
(BB Pg-86) We constantly remember that we no longer run the show, saying humbly many times every day... Voia it's going to be done- Not mine. But this isn't all... There is action and more action ... Faith without works ... He's dead! * As co-founder Bill W. wrote on page 85 in the Big Book; What we really is a Day reprieve contingent maintenance of our
Spiritual Condition... 1. What is the suggestion to take the eleventh step every night? Explain: 2. What are we looking at? Explain: 3. What previous steps do we review each evening in Step Eleven? Explain: 4. Is silence part of your prayer and meditation? Explain: 5. You feel about the suggestion on page 86 of the Great Book about daily morning meditation.
Explain: 6. What is the precise technique presented on pages 86 &amp; 87 of the Big Book to find answers to problems? Explain: 7. Has your attitude about a power greater than you changed since you studied the Great Book until now? Explain: 8. What do you mean by the words: Conscious contact? God's will? The power to achieve that? Explain: 9. Would
it be helpful for you to take a break when you are suffering or stressed to find a place, to shut up, to take a deep breath, to give up what is bothering you, and to ask God for healing, peace, and tranquility? Explains: 10. Are you going to take personal inventory on a daily basis, so it's directed in the Big Book, on page 86? Explain: * This is the 2nd of 3 daily
steps that should, ... For our lives... become part of every day to increase our spititual growth as we continue on our journey seeking that Inner Peace . . . Serenity... Faith without works ... He's dead! KEEP IT SIMPLU! ... Continue to ... STEP 12 REMEMBER... EXISTS A SOLUTION, THE SOLUTION IS SIMPLE, THE SOLUTION IS . . . !!! SPIRITUAL IN The
Fellowship... ____________ Call anytime... (H) _________________________________ (C) __________________________________ *Any further questions or comments... Source: Our fellow alcoholic web pages around the world wide web. Thank you!... © 2003-2020 gts-today all rights reserved our register of company work at Alcoholics Anonymous 12
steps from recovery from alcoholism and addiction is called Big Book Steps. We offer this personal experience-based study guide to help those who follow AA's 12 steps, so it's highlighted in the original Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). The 12 steps are suggested guides to recovering from alcoholism or addictions. There is no rule that says someone
has to do them and there is no regulation as to how they should be done. This Big Book workbook steps is for those who are willing to grow along spiritual lines (60:1) by studying the first 103 pages of the Great Book while actually doing Steps.Our our goal is to study Steps as a friendly, focused group, and work them as the authors of the Great Book
described. We want to make the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous a part of our lives by collaborating with a power greater than us - an inner knowledge, our own best and greatest nature. Please read our frequently asked questions for more information about using this resource as part of the Our 2nd Company Workbook at Alcoholics Anonymous 12 Steps
recovery from alcoholism and addiction is called Big Book Steps. We offer this personal experience-based study guide to help those who follow AA's 12 steps, so it's highlighted in the original Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). The 12 steps are suggested guides to recovering from alcoholism or addictions. There is no rule that says someone has to do
them and there is no regulation as to how they should be done. This Big Book workbook steps is for those who are willing to grow along spiritual lines (60:1) by studying the first 103 pages of the Great Book while actually doing Steps.Our our goal is to study Steps as a friendly, focused group, and work them as the authors of the Great Book described. We
want to make the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous a part of our lives by collaborating with a power greater than ourselves - an inner knowledge, our own best and the greatest nature. Please read our faqs for more information about using this resource as part of your recovery. Page 3A of our company workbook at Alcoholics Anonymous 12 steps from
recovery from alcoholism and addiction is called Big Book Steps. We offer this personal experience-based study guide to help those who follow AA's 12 steps, so it's highlighted in the original Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). The 12 steps are suggested guides to recovering from alcoholism or addictions. There is no rule that says someone has to do
them and there is no regulation as to how they should be done. This Big Book workbook steps is for those who are willing to grow along spiritual lines (60:1) by studying the first 103 pages of the Great Book while actually doing Steps.Our our goal is to study Steps as a friendly, focused group, and work them as the authors of the Great Book described. We
want to make the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous a part of our lives by collaborating with a power greater than ourselves - an inner knowledge, our own best and the greatest nature. Please read our faqs for more information about using this resource as part of your recovery. You're willing to do that yes no. Here is step 11 worksheet created for our group.
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